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Philosophy 

 

At Roseacre Primary Academy a vital aspect of children’s education and development is that 

they learn to behave well towards others and towards the community in which they live. Good 

behaviour underpins effective learning, and children need good personal and social skills in 

order to live fulfilling and rewarding lives as adults.  

 

Our behaviour policy therefore permeates through every part of academy life and informs the 

manner in which the pupils are treated. It promotes good behaviour by raising morale and self-

esteem, thus encouraging pupils to exercise self-control and learn to take responsibility for their 

own actions. It requires the active, consistent, co-operative involvement of all those concerned 

with the academy: pupils, parents, governors, teachers, non-teaching staff and other external 

agencies. However good behaviour does not always happen automatically and should not be 

taken for granted. Children learn by example. If they are treated politely and with respect, they 

will treat others the same way.  

 

Good manners and respect for each other are inherent in the life of the academy. Although it is 

recognised that society and home background are important influences on behaviour in school, 

the academy can act as a force for influencing children’s behaviour. Behaviour which, in any 

way, disrupts learning, is unacceptable, and, through the constant promotion of positive 

behaviour, which includes rewarding children, we seek to minimise, if not eliminate, any such 

behaviour. However sanctions are in place for when the need arises.  

 

 

Aims  

 

 To reduce incidences of inappropriate behaviour  

 To ensure a positive, caring atmosphere within the academy in which everyone feels 

happy, safe and valued.  

 To provide a calm and secure learning environment in which every child can achieve 

maximum success in all they do.  

 To foster an attitude of self-respect and respect for others  

 To teach children to accept responsibility for themselves and their actions  

 To contribute to the Personal and Social Development of all children  

 To work to overcome any emotional, behavioural and/or sensory issues children may 

display.  

 To treat all children fairly when dealing with behaviour issues  
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Role of Staff 
 
All staff work together to develop behaviour policy and practices. This results in commitment 
and consistency throughout the school. Consistency is seen as the key factor in 
promoting good behaviour in the children. 
Staff work together as a team offering mutual support, advice and practical help. 
This promotes good behaviour in a direct manner in that it ensures consistency for the children 
and allows staff a greater range of strategies for dealing with any issues that arise. It also 
contributes in an indirect manner as it presents to the children a model of co-operative working 
and supportive relationships. Promoting positive behaviour and disciplining pupils when their 
behaviour is unacceptable is the responsibility of all the staff in the school. The senior 
leadership team work together to develop and monitor behaviour in school by: 

 continually emphasising, to parents and children, our high expectations of the children’s 
behaviour. 

 encouraging the co-operative working of all staff within school and offering practical 
help, support and advice. 

 being available to children who need to discuss difficulties. 
 being alert to any teacher who may be experiencing difficulties in dealing with behaviour 

and being ready to offer the support necessary. 

 
 

Role of Parents/Carers 
 
The encouragement of parents’/carers’ interest, both in the academy as a whole and in the 
education of their own child, is a high priority at Roseacre. Parents and carers are encouraged 
to view their relationship with the academy as a partnership which reduces the likelihood of 
behavioural problems arising. Boundaries for children are more clearly defined when 
parents/carers and teachers are in agreement. Parents/carers are expected to support their 
child’s learning and to co-operate with Roseacre. Parents and carers should be immediately 
informed of any concerns about their child’s behaviour but equally notified about their positive 
behaviour. 
 
 
Role of Governors   
 
The governing body has the responsibility for setting down these general guidelines on 
standards of discipline and behaviour, and of reviewing their effectiveness. The governors 
support the headteacher in adhering to these guidelines. The headteacher has the day-to-day 
authority to implement the academy's policy on behaviour, but governors may give advice to 
the headteacher about particular disciplinary issues. The headteacher must take this into 
account when making decisions about matters of  behaviour.  
 
 

Extra-Curricular Activities 
 
Extra-curricular activities not only help to develop children’s skills and interests but raises their 
self-esteem as well as helping them to learn ways of spending their leisure time positively. 
Involvement in these activities helps to build pupil-staff relationships and develops positive 
attitudes to school. 
A very high standard of behaviour is expected of children taking part in extra-curricular 
activities. This is vital to ensure the safety of all taking part, but also necessary to ensure that 
everyone who takes part gains the greatest possible enjoyment and satisfaction out of the 
experience. Children who are involved in activities which take them outside the academy are 
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encouraged to take on the responsibility of being ‘ambassadors’ for the academy and to 
understand that the reputation of the academy is in their hands. 
Roseacre Primary Academy recognises that the achievements of its pupils outside of school 
should be acknowledged and celebrated. Pupils who have earned awards outside school are 
encouraged to bring them into school, where their success is shared with the other children. 
 

 

Our approach to discipline is founded on these key principles 
 

- Schools are about teaching and learning 
- Children have the right to an environment that supports learning 
- Teachers have a right to an environment that supports teaching 
- Parents have the right to be informed and involved in their children’s behaviour and 

attitude to school 
 
 
To put these principles into practice we: 
 

- Have clear expectations, rewards and consequences 
- Share these openly with children, parents and visitors to our school 
- Implement them fairly and consistently, with due regard to the Equality Act 2010 
- Focus on what is positive through the Roseacre Values and Expectations 
- Promote and celebrate success, effort and consideration for others 

 

 

Rewards and Sanctions 

 

There are high expectations of pupil behaviour at Roseacre and positive behaviour is always 
acknowledged. Positive behaviour in all aspects of school life is regularly rewarded by verbal 
praise. All staff are encouraged to comment on and reward children displaying positive 
behaviour frequently.  
 
As part of the Behaviour policy Roseacre children are expected to demonstrate and abide by the 
Roseacre Values. They are inherent throughout the school and an important part of its ethos. 

 Honesty  

 Tolerance  

 Respect  

 Excellence  

 Determination  

 Courage  

 
 
Celebration Assembly  
 
Good behaviour and achievement is celebrated every week in assembly throughout the 
academy. This raises the profile of those children who demonstrate the Roseacre values. The 
children respond positively to this recognition and certificates are presented at this time. 
Parents/carers are encouraged to attend to share in the celebration. 
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Strategies for managing inappropriate behaviour 
 
The emphasis in the academy is on recognising and rewarding good behaviour. However, some 
pupils make the wrong decisions and their actions necessitate sanctions being put into place. 
Roseacre Primary Academy is consistent in its approach, applying firm rules fairly. The reason 
for any sanction is made clear to the pupil/s. 
 
 

Restorative Practice  
 
Roseacre Primary Academy adopts a Restorative Practice approach when appropriate. Please 
refer to the Academy Restorative Practice Leaflet for more information. Parent/carers should 
note that there will be occasions when sanctions will be applied as part of the process.  
Whenever Restorative Practice is applied with the intention of changing behaviour following a 
serious incident, this will be recorded on Behaviour Watch. Any sanction given, will also be 
recorded. 
 
 
Reception Children  
 
Reception children’s behaviour will be managed in a way which is appropriate to individual 
levels of maturity.  
 
 
Regulation room  
 
Children who leave the classroom without permission or who are on an Individual Behaviour 

Plan may access the regulation room.  

Within the regulation room are colour coded tables: 

Red - no adult intervention, calming time, opportunity to self-regulate 

Amber- short adult/ talking time 

Green- completion of a task to prove he/she is ready to return to class and engage in learning. 

 
 
Damage to Academy Property 
 
When children are identified as having deliberately damaged school equipment, parents will be 
asked to either pay for, or make a contribution towards, the equipment being replaced.  
 
 
Children’s Behaviour out of School 
 
Roseacre Primary Academy will address behaviour that brings the Academy’s reputation into 
disrepute or if the child’s behaviour outside school hours impacts on the wellbeing of their peers 
whilst they are at school.  
 
 
Confiscation of Inappropriate Items 
  
The law allows a member of staff to confiscate, retain or dispose of a child’s property so long as 
it is reasonable in the circumstances.  
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Bullying 

 

See Anti-bullying policy.  

 

 

Power to use Reasonable Force  

 

Members of staff have the power to use reasonable force to prevent children from injuring 

themselves or others, damaging property or to maintain good order and discipline. 

 

Behaviour Consequence 

A child’s behaviour falls below expectation 

after being reminded at the start of the 

morning and afternoon.  

The child is given a warning.   

 

The child’s behaviour falls below expectation 

again the same day. 

The child is given a ‘Strike 1’ card and loses 10 

(KS1) 15 (KS2) minutes at the start of the next 

lunch time. Strikes issued during the afternoon 

will be carried over to the following day. 

The child’s behaviour continues to fall below 

expectation after reaching the ‘Strike 1’ stage. 

The child is given a ‘Strike 2’ card and loses an 

additional 5 (KS1) 10 (KS2) minutes of the 

child’s next break (lunch or morning). 

The child gets a ‘Strike 1’ card twice in one 

week.  

The class teacher will inform parents. 

The child gets a ‘Strike 1’ card twice in one 

week again (within the same half term). 

The Phase Leader will discuss behaviour with 

the child. The child’s parents will be informed 

by the class teacher. Additional sanctions may 

be imposed following consultation with a 

member of the Senior Management Team or 

Inclusion Manager 

The child’s behaviour has not improved over 

the half term and continues to fall below 

expectation on a regular basis.  

The child’s parents will be invited into school 

to attend a meeting with the Phase Leader 

and class teacher.   

  

SMT/Inclusion Manager may initiate an 

Individual Behaviour Plan (IBP). 

 

 

Serious Incidents  

 

Behaviour such as non-compliance, physical/verbal assault, fighting, intimidation, bullying, 

vandalism, racial or sectarian abuse and discriminatory behaviour towards disability, race, 

gender or sexual orientation are classed as serious incidents. They will be dealt with on an 

individual basis and consequences given accordingly. Isolation (please see below), and in more 

extreme cases, fixed term or permanent exclusion, may result.  
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Where children are found to have used foul language on the school premises, a telephone call 

or letter informing parents will be sent home. The child/ren responsible will automatically forfeit 

their next lunch time.  

 

Additional Sanctions 

  

-Completing work- break, lunch, at home 

-Loss of privileges 

-Missing break time 

-Detention during lunch time 

-After- school detention 

-School based community service e.g picking up litter, helping clear dining hall after lunch 

-Omittance from representing the Academy 

-Isolation within class 

-Internal exclusion- regulation room 

-Fixed-term exclusion 

 

Parents and carers will be informed of any serious incidents involving their children within 24 

hours. Where behaviour continues to be unacceptable after a parent/carer meeting an IBP 

(Individual Behaviour Plan) may be implemented. An IBP entails targets being set and reviewed 

at half termly meetings with parents/carers in attendance. The IBP will be reviewed half-termly 

(or as agreed). There is an expectation that, once agreed, school, parents and child will work 

together to ensure a successful outcome.  

 

 

Reporting 

  

All behaviour incidents are recorded on the School Information Management System i.e. 

Behaviour Watch. The information is used to track children’s progress and to identify trends in 

behaviour. 

 

 

This policy will be kept electronically on the ‘Shared Drive’ and on the school website.  

 

This policy will be reviewed in summer term 2021. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


